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Part D 

General Help to General Reader 



CHAPTER 1 

I[ 1 SHfidty of Reference Sedw 
The title of this part i s  difficult to justify. In the first place, 

there is no general reader. Every reader is a particular reader. 
Similarly, &ere can be no general help. Any help can only be specific. 
In the last part, we examined the specific help to be given to any 
particular reader coming to the library for the first time. In parts 
F and 3, we shall discuss how a spec5c enquiry or a specific problem 
brought up by a particular reader should be pursued. 

. . 

12 R e s i d d  Matter 
This part should, therdore, deal only with the residual principles 

and generalities, nut readily falling within those parts. The residual 
matter will really be made up of odds and ends-non-descript 
types of problems, bound to arise in the day-to-day life of 
the reference librarian. But, even then, they will be concrete 
problems. 

13 Case Shdy Methad 
Hence, the best and the most lively method af &scussing them 

will be to upm our note-book of case studies, containing the notes 
jotted down of all unusual varieties of situations, events, and readers. 
But we dare not cite all the cases recurded in it. That will draw out 
this chapter to a wearisome kngth; because all the cases taken 
together will require a good deal of explanation to give a proper 
setting. 

14 Blakem Ratio 
Therefore, as an alternative, we are obliged to work mt the 

Blakean "Ratio" (=mental abstraction) of the actual readers as 
we11 as the concrete situations by rounding off most of the "indivi- 
duating mlxlute particularities." No doubt, such abstraction and 
generalisation will lead on to the "abomination of desolation." 
Blake has given this warning. In spite af his warning, we indulg 
in it and set aside most of the concrete case studies. And 
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From them make an Abstract, which is a Negation 
Not only of the Substance from which it is derived, 
A murderer of its own Body, but also a murderer 
Of every Divine Member:. . . . . . . . . . . . u353- 

To escape from the curse of Blake to some degree at least, we have 
introduced pictures of actual situations here and there. 

15 Way of Experience 
Every reference librarian knows the joy flowing from contact with 

readers. He knows too the troubles besetting the daily task. H e  
knows also, and knows it too well, the magnitude and variety of 
h i s  task. They make it almost impossible to cope with every situation 
to his full satisfaction. The beginner in reference service is sure to 
have his store of experience built up in due course. The only sure 
way is to build up experience laboriously. It is no doubt a hard 
way. Our attempt in Chis part is merely to whet his desire for 
such experiences, 



r n C U L T  READER 

20 Introdnction 
Perhaps we may first discuss the dficult reader. That is the 

person for whom all our routine is built up; he is the chap that 
keeps us up to scratch. We may first think particularly about him, 
get at the back of his mind, and in a personal way take a look at 
this business of reference service from his point of view. Is he a 
real perso& or is he a bogey of our creation? Can it be possible 
that those horrid irritable people from whose approach the staff 
flees as from plague are really docent folk at heart if dealt with in 
the right way whatever the right way may be? As a first step in 
finding an answer to such questions, we shall analyse the elements 
likely to make a reader a difficult reader. 

21 - OBsessicm 
The misery of many is caused by obsession. It is a common 

mental ailment; A person has a preco~ceived nodon; It is firmly 
fixed in his mind. It needs patience and tact to pierce through 
the obsession of a reader. The reference librarian should learn aOt to 
laugh at the odd behaviour of such a reader. He should offer him 
help in all cor>lness many a time. He should suoceed in establishing 
communication with 'him. 

21 1 INSURANCE AGENT INC~DENT 
(Case Study 14) 

It was quarter past seven in the morning. Only one reader had 
called. He was fidgetting with the trays of the catalogue cabinet. 
The reference librarian had just finished his morning routine of going 
round the stack-room. He saw hirn still struggling. 

"Can I help you?" 
"No. Thank you." - 
By that time another reader went into the stack-room. And 

the reference librarian went with him. He came back ten minutes 
later to find the same old man fidgetting in the same 016 way. 

"Surely, I can help you. What can 1 do for you?" 
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"Get away. I know your class too well." 
Another reader went into the periodicals r u m .  And the reference 

librarian went with him. Again he came back to the catalogue room 
to find the same old man fidgetting in the same old way. 

"You have wasted much of your valuable time. I am sure I can 
find out for you what you want." 

"Out with you, eternal pest f S Z  
"It is nearing eight. After eight, students will come in large num- 

bers. I may not be able to give you as much attention as I can now. 
Please tdl me what yon are looking for." 

And then the blow fell; he glowered a d .  bowled clan, "Don't 
be a d - n fool. Who allowed you here?" 

"What are you tallring! I am the reference librarian in charge." 
"Get away, you liar. Referenm librarian! What a word! ! That 

is the way of your class. Do I not know you?" 
A few minutes passed. A stream of freshmen came. T h y  were 

hovering round the reference librarian. We took them to the stack- 
room; he brought them back to the catalogue and began to initiate 
them in its use. But the same old man was still fidgetting in the same 
old way. Bat this time he looked foolish. A new light was just 

- dawning upon him. We waited till the students settled down in the 
reading room. He waited for an opportunity to find his old "pest" 
dune. 

"I am really sorry. I took you for an insurance agent, pestering 
people everywherein the booking office, in the bank, and in the 
teri1~1.~ffering all kinds of little services just to worm into us." 

"Never mind. Tell me now what you want," 
Presently they disappmred into the stack-room. After a while, 

the same old man came with half a dozen volumes in his hands and 
a profuse smile on his face. 

"I never knew that an officer is spared full t h e  to help us in this 
way-an officer who comes in so early as 7 A M, an officer who 
puts up with all such incivility from' fooIs, an officer who moves 
on equal terns with these young urchins, such a learned officer. . . ." 

22 Superiority CornpleK 
The floor of a library is always bdieved to be a place of great 

equality. For, there we all meet at the same level in a world of 
thought and its records. But there may be readers who set this at 
naught. Such a reader has his mind fattened with superiority corn- 
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plex. He is a greater trial to the reference librarian than the man 
with obsession. The reference librarian should develop greater 
patience. Reticence, firmness, and ignoring the ugly complex will 
make him win ultimately. 

221 ICS OFFICER INCIDENT 
(CLUE S l d y  15) 

Occasionally a bumptious fellow, perhaps somewhere near the 
top of the ladder of bureaucracy, gaily glides along in company 
with his wife with all the consciousne~s of the power and pomp that 
attends him in office and out sf d c e .  Perhaps he i s  too fat and 
settles down under the fan. The lady is escorted by the reference 
librarian to the fiction shelf. 

"That is too triviaL Take this-Good earth. It is so realistic and 
$0 human." 

"1 have not beard of this a d o r .  Oh, it i s  Chinese!" 
"Yes. It i s  a lovely depiction of Chinese life. And its English 

is transparent, I have never seen anything like that. This is one 
of the best sellers of the year, They say that the Nobel. Prize is 
assured for the author. Hav'nt you heard abut  her?" 

The fat official under the fan clears his throat. He has evidently 
overheard this conversation. He booms out: 

"Will you please not lecture my wife?" 
Our courage in such situations should be drawn from the words 

of our national poet : 
"Cme f ~ e n d ,  come my hero, give us courage to serve man 

even while bearing the brand of infamy from him." P2 j .  
The moral. is, "No pestering." Some one has said you must beware 
of bludgeoning the mind into sensibility. That is advice worth 
remembering. 

23 Znferiority Complex 
At the other extreme comes the reader with an inferiority complex. 

He is afraid of being misunderstood, of being treated in an off-hand 
manner, and of being ridiculed obliquely. His fear has a general 
cause. Only in recent years, the general public have begun to get 
rid of the fear of the printed word and of the place housing it. 
Many do not yet know to look upon libraries as places that they 
have a right to explore. His fear is due also to a cause of his awn 
making. He believes himself to be ignorant; and he is afraid of 



being made to show his ignorance. That is the mentality constantly 
met with. And that is the stuff of which many a d i f i d t  reader is 
made. Obviously the attitude, if not indeed the duty, of thereference 
librarian is to inspire confidence and to give satisfaction to such 
people. 

231  ID" INCIDENT 
[Cme Study 16) 

A shy research student meekly moves towards the reference 
librarian. He speaks in a Iow tone. 

"The book ibid is often referred to in my book. Caa you help me 
to find it?" 

"Let me see your book. Kindly show me that reference." 
"Here it is in'this page. It murs  in many lines in fhis list." 
"Ibid is not the name of a book. It means merely, 'in the same 

book, as the preceding one'. 12 is a ~antraction of the Latin word 
Ibidem." 

The reference librarian should not betray any sign af ridicule, 
surprise, or s~periority. DO that and even the slight disappointment 
in the reader's mind will be erased m d  he w 4  respect you because 
he r d s e s  you are doing your best. Several such incidents *ill 
occur to all. Here is a more involved one. 

232 OUSP~SKY BCEDENT 
(Case Study 17) 

A hesitant reader waits for the reference librarian to be found 
alone. He egpects his request to bring rebuff. He does not like to 
have it meted out to him in the hearing of other readers, 

A book is wanted-rn author, no title, no physical attribute by 
which it can be identified; but it has a religious, almost mystical, 
tendency and may be associated with Russia May it be some work 
refmed to in a moderri Russian writer, something between Ous- 
pensky and Dostoevsky? It might be; and there in the index to 
Ouspensky is found the clue that tracks down the book. 

All very lntxicate and chancy, one may say: But h t  is the sort of 
detective work in all politmess, that makes for the permanent regard 
and respect for a library. We constantly come across such shy 
creatures, too afraid to betray their ignorance. But one day, by a 
fluke perhaps, we clear up some tangle or dispd a m i s t  in a person's 
mind and we have made a friendly patron for life. And it is the 
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peculiar character of reference service that this winning of readers 
has to go on every day. Then only, the Laws of Library Science will 
bless the reference librarian with supreme satisfaction. 

U Traumatic Complex 
The floor of the library presents opportunities to come across 

dl kinds of complexes. The reference librarian should meet them 
with an attitude appropriate to each-sympathy, non-interference, 
firmness, callous indifference, and so on. Otherwise he will mar the 
chance for satisfaction following the use of the library. For example, 
sincere and unostentatious sympathy gives a chance to serve the 
person with an inferiority complex. But one with traumatic complex 
may be irritated and almost scared away even by any manifestation of 
attention or officiou~ness. For the trauma is concerned with a com- 
plex of ideas and emotions. It can be described as a psychic wound. 
Everything touching this complex, however slightly, excites a violent 
reaction. It leads to an actual emotional explosion. 

241 FREEDOM MOVEMENT INCIDENT 
(Case Study 18) 

An excited reader walks into the librarian's room. 
"Kindly sit down," 

- "Dogs like me do not deserve a seat." 
"Don" speak like that. Please do sit down. Cm I: help you?' 
"I have been wanting to speak to you about your men." 
"Please sit down, what is the matter?" 
"Why do your men shadow me like this whenever 1 go into the 

stack-room?" 
"Surely, there is no question of shadowing in the library. The 

reference staff will no doubt be found moving about at a11 
"No, I do not refer to that. They always dog me and watch 

what books I browse, ostensibly offering their officious help. I 
am not able to stand it. I don't want any help. X can help myself." 

This sensitive reader had been in the freedom rncrvement for a 
good part of his life. This had brought on him a good deal of atten- 
tion from the detective. Poor man. He cannot believe any personal 
attention to be possible without some ulterior incriminating motive. 

Once bitten, twice shy. For one not capable of understanding trau- 
matic complex, he may appear to be a difficult reader. The best 
treatment is to leave him alone. Let him see every other reader 
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being "shadowed"--attended to personally. Let him see their 
getting satisfaction in that way. Let him see that so far from object- 
ing, they welcome, nay, they seek such personal attention. .His 
trauma will be healed in due course; and a time will come when 
he too will voluntarily ask for personal attention. Perhaps that time 
can be hastened by the librarian himself walking into the stack-room 
and helping bim with kindness, whenever he is sighted in the 
library. 

25 Mere Zgnuranee 
"Surely this library isn't run as well as it used to be." 
"What, you haven't got it in the library? Why, I thought you get 

every book." 
The lawyer complains that law is neglmtd. The doctor complains 

that medicine is neglected. The engineer has a similar complaint, 
The idle rich complain that there i s  nut enough detective fiction. 
The economist grumbles that mathmatics is favoured too muck. 
The philosopher makes a similar grumble against education. These 
attitudes can be met ody by tact and good humour with, if neces- 
sary, an effort to explain the difliculties of funds, the  standard 
of the library, the increase in readers, and so on. Sometimes we are 
able to convince; at other times, the confused mentality is made 
more antagonistic. The best we can do with this kind of difficuIt 
reader is to convey a feeling of sincere desire to help and to 
find out acceptable substitutes. With the person asking for the 
book, not published at all, we can do next to nothing. But 
here again, an effort to understand the enquiry may go far 
to soften the shock when he realisas he was stupidly asking for the 
impassible. 

26 Thief 
At the other end of the scale, there is the doubtful reader. He 

shows great familiarity with the library; and he sends you away. 
At the proper moment, he peds off the stiff covers of the book to 
facilitate smuggling. He steals! The vigilance required to watch 
in open access stack-room, is most trying. This type of difficult 
reader, the reference librarian hates. He is most unscrupulous. 
Any precautionary a~tion taken makes him simulate righteous 
indignation; and he makes a scene to the chagrin of the Library staff. 
He is dangerous. 
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27 Fraud 
Perhaps a more numerous species is the fraud. He would abuse 

the freedom given to him by hiding away books. Whenever the 
reference librarian comes to him, he pretends intense seriousness 
which seems to say "Don't disturb me!" He skulks and loiters in 
the stack-room with all cunningness. The book in great demand 
has just chanced to come back, But he has not brought his ticket. 
Therefore, he waits for his opportunity for fraud. At the proper 
time, he picks up the book and hides it a few thousands of feet 
away in some other region of the stack-room. 

27 1 "ASIA" INCIDENT 
(Case Study 19) 

Lyde's Asia was in great demand. For, it was the eve of a competi- 
tive examination conducted by the Public Service Commission. 
The registrations went beyond the  allotted limit. The library accord- 
ingly decided to declare it temporarily a reference book so that 
everybody might have a chance. But the book could not be found. 
The charging tray did not have i t s  book card. Nor was it in the 
binding tray. A vigorous search was made. Half a dozen hands 
were put on it. Much staff time was wasted. Many readers had 
to be denied the reference aid, as Asia had to be discovered immedia- 
tely-before the season would be out. But no success. All the 
members of the staff were looking at one another with a sense of 
defeat, s h e ,  and helplessness, as we do after a clever theft in our 
home. 

Next evening at the rush hour, a nice looking young man presmtd 
Lyde's Asia at the charging counter. He was caught in a trap without 
his knowing it. Little did he imagine that all eyes were on the look 
out for Asia. 

"From where did you get this?" 
"Why, firom the stack-room, of course.'' 
"Did you pick it out yourself, or did somebody else help you?" 
"Very queer questioas! I had never been asked such questions. 

till now. Why a 1  this insult? Why these prying questions?" 
"1 am sorry. No insult was meant. I simply asked." 
"Simply asked! I too simply say I took it out myself, I shall also 
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simply tell the librarian about this insolence in the presence of so 
many readers." 

"Yes, sir, do please go to the librarian.'' 
"I have no time now. 1 know when to go to the librarian. Don't 

think that your coohess will make up for your insult." 
But the wicket gate won't open. 

"Come and sit down, Will you? What's the matter?" 
"The attenders at the counter are very rude.'? 
"Really! 1 am so sorry. What's that book in your hand?" 
'6Lyde.p' 
"I am sorry, young man, you have been caught red-handed. 

1 don't propose to make any fuss about it. I shall forgive: you. 
Tell me the truth. Where did you take the book from." 

"r am sincerely sorry, sir. 1 had it hidden behind the row of 
ZDMG--those black German volumes in the second floor." 
"Do you redise how detestable your action is?" 
"I do, sir. X am very sorry. I promise I shall never hereafter be so 

selfish." 

"Well, there are a dozen registrations for it. If we lend it, every- 
body will not have a chance. So you must read it here alone along 
with others." 

"Can you not allow me loan this tine only, sir?" 
"Be more reasonable. For your crime, 1 can withdraw aU the 

privileges from you. I can cancel your membership. I may refuse 
to admit you into the library. But you are a young man. I want to 
help you. X don't propose to take such a drastic action. Behave 
better. Remember what a precipice you had been walking on. Live 
and let live. That should be your principle in life." 

"I thank you, sir, for all your kindness. Please don't tell my father 
or my professor. 1 shall starve the whole of to-day to purify myself. 
Please bless me. I want your heIp." 

So he sobbed and a soul was redeemed on the floor of the 
library. 

Yes. General help to general reader in a library includes also the 
rec1amation of nice-looking readers from sdective criminal propens- 
ities. 



CHAPTER 3 

DIFFICULT MATERIAL 

30 Introduction 
The world of readers loves the world of books. Equally so, the 

world of books loves the world of readers. Still they do not always 
get on well with one another. A reference librarian is needed to 
smoothen their relation and sometimes even to establish contact 
between them. 

Every -reader wants his books. Equally so, every book wants 
its readers. Still they may not know how to find out one mo- 
ther. A reference librarian may be needed to help them find one 
another. 

301 MATCH-MAKMG 
Their matches are not made in heaven; they have to be made on 

the floor of the  stack-room. They are not made by Brahma, the 
creator; they have to be made by the reference librarian, the match- 
maker. Still the reference librarian is not a mercenary, like many a 
professional match-maker. Trickery cannot be his method. He 
cannot exploit the moment's impulse and slip out of sight for ever. 
He has to act like a wise parent. He has to choose on abiding and 
lasting grounds. 

302 IDIOSYNCRASY 
T h e  readers, no doubt, present difiiculties. But the books are by 

no means behind them in this respect. The idiosyncrasies of books 
and periodicals and their persistence even in spite of every device 
improvised to  straighten them were explored by us of the Madras 
University Library in a set of five papers presented to the Second 
A11 Tndia Library Conference held at Lucknow in 193 5 [P4 and R3 21. 
Jt  is the pleasant privilege of the reference librarian to smoothen the 
difficulties on either side and match the right readers with the 
right books* It is amusing to witness them play all the pranks 
of lovers. But, we should not fail to step in at the rnorncnt of 
the pranks threatening to become strifes and to lead to prolonged 
estrangement. 



31 Obliquity 
Some books wilfully fix on their doors strange and misIeading 

name-boards. God knows why they play this mischief. Is it merely 
to provide opportunities for the reference librarian? Whatever 
the motive might have been, they put the right lovers on the wrong 
track, and bring In the wrong ones who are obliged to withdraw 
in utter embarrassment after having opened the doors. Oblique 
titles are a problem to the general reader. They are also equally a 
problem to the classifier [R39]. and to the cataloguer [R58]. But 
even after these have solved the puzzle and put up the correct class 
number or specific subject heading as the case may be, the readers 
often fail to benefit by them. They are of real and certain use only 
to the reference librarian. Readers stand bewildered unless the 
reference librarian puts them on the way. 

3 1 1 "CALCULUS OF VARIANTS" INCIDENT 
(Case Study 20) 

GREG (W W) . Calmlm ~f variants, 1927. 
This book bas played pranks on many a mathematical reader. 

It is intended for historical bibliographers engaged in the remnstmc- 
tion of ancient texts .from a number of conflicting manuscripts 
giving variant readings. But they are scared away by the tern 
'caIculus'. The services of the reference librarian are necessary to 
find the right reader for this book and to save it from being ignored 
by him. 

It is true that the author is candid enough to admit "The subject 
considered in the foIlowing pages, under the rather pretentious title 
of the Calculus of tb.e Variants has been the central problem of 
textual criticism at any rate since the establishment of geneaIogi~aI 
method" (Exbract from p Y of the book). 

But this is not goingto be of much help unless the reference 
'librarian intervenes and brings it to the notice of readers. 

3 12 c C R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' '  EXAMPLE 
(Case Study 2 I )  

PLUS (Raonl). Reparation. 193 2 .  
The title of this book recalls to the miad of most readers a sub- 

division of political science, But it deals with 'reparation' in the 
- 

' sense "to offer to God (to our Lard) compensation for the sins of 
others". (Extractfrom p 29 ofthe book). 
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Surely it is only timely intervention of the reference librarian that 
can avert the disappointment of readers as well as of the book. 

3 13 ''CO-OPERATION" INCIDENT 
(Case Sfudy 22) 

DURELL, (Fletcher). Co-operation, its essence and b a c k g r d .  
1936. 

This book was actually recomznei~ded for purchase by experts in 
economics. But the book lays down i t s  aim as "to state in brief 
outline a general philosophy of life" and "to stress idealism and the 
spiritual values related thereto." (Exbracfed from p 2-3 ofthe book). 
Its chief concern is social ethics developed from the point of view of 
a particular "Value Philosophy." Many students of economics 
had to be warned by the reference librarian about the obliquity of 
this title. Equally many students of ethics had to be assured of t he  
book really belonging to their field of study. 

32 Partial Comprehension 
Readers know that their new love often prefers to live amidst its 

own kith and kin-in joint families of enonnous size. Hence when 
they do not find it alone, they go in search of it in such joint 
Fdrnilies-general treatises. But these joint families have the m- 
canny practice of having similar names and class numbers painted 
on their door front. The reader enters one of them in high hope. 
Bht to his disappointment all the sisters are there but not his own 
sweetheart. He has to withdraw with discomfiture and try the next 
one and the next one and the next one and so on, Sometimes 
continued disappointment overpowers him. Shyness comes on him. 
He thcn goes away in disgust, too dejected by too many failures. 
When the reader has to look up such partially comprehensive books 
even the catalogue will desert him [R48 and R591. And it is only the 
human reference librarian that can b e  of any help. The reference 
librarian has to play the part of the old grannie. H e  should direct 
him with kind words like "She i s  in that family, living in that green 
house." 

321 EXAMPLE 
STEWART (R W). Mut~imlation phyxim. 
This book deals only with heat, light, and.sound. It omits pro- 

perties of matter, electricity, and magnetism. The generic term 
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"Physics" on the back of the book would mislead many a reader 
wanting infomation on electricity. He -should be warned by the 
reference librarian, 

33 Various Forms of Exposition 
The books sometimes put on various kinds of dress. Like Sri  

Kdshna some bewilder their lovers by surrounding them sirnultane-. 
.uusly in different dresses - catechism, case studies, source-books - 
and in the form of verse, drama, fiction, essays, and so on, Perhaps, 
they appear in so many dresses and so many forms presumably in 
.order to increase their chance to please their lovers. But they 
are not easily recognised in such forms and dresses. They also forget 
to inform their lovers, in the cipher symbol carried by them, about 
the fom or dress put on. Many schemes of classification do not 
indicate the form of exposition in the class number or the book 
number. Even when a scheme like the Colon CXassi6cation has found 
a device to indicate them, the reader is unable to decipher them. 
At best they are of hdp only to the reference librarian. And so the 
reference librarian has to choose the correct form for the reader. 
Sometimes the lovers (books) take the trouble ta learn foreign lang- 
uages to please their prospective wooers and tryto speak in several 
tongues. The use of a strange tongue makes the reader take them 
to be alien and pass by them. He needs to be pre-warned about the 
language used. But, many schemes of class8ication fail to indicate, 
in the class number or the book number, the language of the book. 
Even when a scheme like the Colon Classification makes the book 
number announce the language in cipher symbol, the reader is unable 
to decipher it. It is at :best of use only to the reference librarian. 
And t he  reader fails to choose correctly unless the reference librarian 
comes to his aid. 

331 RURAL SOCIOMGY EXAMPLE 
(Cox Study 23) 

Here are  three books. Each of them deals with the rural sociology 
sf India. 

1 GANGULEE ('N). The Indim peasafit and his e n v i r m e ~ t .  
1935. 

2 BRAYNE (F L). Socrafe8 tk art fi.rbian village. 1929. 
3 SLATWI (Gilbert), Ed. Some South f&im villages. 191 8. 
In the first of these "some of the problems that confront the 
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Indian countryside and its inhabitants are discussed. . . . The extracts 
from my [author's] journal . . . and a selection of letters written to 
several persons . . . are now made available to the public." (Extract 
from p xx of the book). Thus the subject is expounded in the form of 
anecdotes and descriptions of concrete occurrences at particular 
points of time. Hence it i s  topical and highly human. But, however, 
it lacks the advantages of a formal exposition. It should be of 
particular interest to Tndian readers. Many of the local touches 
and dlusioas may not have much meaning to foreigners. 

The second of the above three books covers nearly the same ground 
as the first. But it is neither topical like it nor expository as an ordi- 
nary treatise or text-book. On the other bdnd it "represents. . . the 
actual record of conversations between the author and some of the 
Gurgaon villagers with whom he has been so intimately connected. 
(As a iesult) the book is lucidly and forcefully written" (Extract 
from p vii of the book). It is model of sublimated catechism. 

The third book constitutes a collection of case studies in rural 
life made by a team of students working under the direction of the 
editor. He "drew up a 'Village Questionnaire' as a guide to the 
students in the investigation of their own villages". (Extract from 
p 21 of the book). The result is page on page of dry-as-dust data 
valuable for research students but rather scaring to the general 
reader. 

332 PLATO EXAMPLE 
(Case Study 24) 

Here are three books dealing with utopias. Each of them carries 
the name of Plato on its title : 

1 N E ~ E S I C I P  (Richard Lewis). Lectures on the republic of 
PZato, ed by G R Benson. 1906. 

2 CROSSMEN ( R  H S). Phto to-day. 1937. 
3 DICKINSON (G Lowes). After f wo thbsousmd years : A dialogue 

bet ween Plat0 and a modern y O U N ~  man. 1 9 3 1 . 
The first of these books is a reproduction by his students of 

Nettleship's "Lectures on the RepubZic". (Extract from p v of fhs 
book). The lectures closely follow the text of Plato. They are virtual- 
ly commentaries on the dialogues. They thus constitute a book on a 
book. 

The second gives the substance of a series of radio talks in the 
series, "If Phto Lived Again". "When, therefore, 1 read again 
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341 DIFFERENCE IN STANDARD 
Here are three books. They are quite divergent in style and 

standard; and yet they share the same tide to the bewilderment 
of readers high and low. When the third of these titles was included 
in the book-selection list of a university library for the consideration 
of the expert adviser, it was scored out in xed with the remark 
"Elementary on the .face of it. Fit only for a school library!" 

1 SESHU AYYAR (P V). Elementary mathematics. 1916. 
2 LAGRANGE (Joseph Louis). Edementary mcmtilemafics, tr by 

Thomas J McCormack. 1898. 
3 KLE~N (Felix) Elementary mathemafb'cs, t x  by E R Hedrick 

and C A Noble. 1932. 

3411 SESHU AYYAR 

The first i s  an elementary text-b~ok suited to the secondary 
school leaving certificate syllabus of Madras. 

3412 LAGRANGE 

The second is a translation of the lectures delivered in the year 
1795 at theEcole Normade by one of the greatest of modem analysts. 
"The originality, elegance, and symmetrical character of these 
lectures have been painted out by De Morgan and notably by 
Duhring, who places them. in the front rank of elementary exposi- 
tions, as an exemplar of their kind. Coming as they do, from one 
of the greatest mathematicians of modern times and with all the 
ex~ellences which such a source implies, unique in their character 
as a reading-book in mathematics, and inter-woven with historical 
and philosophical remark of great helpfulness, they cannot fail 
to have a beneficent and stimulating influence." (Extract from pp v-vi 
of the book). The first two lectures are on arithmetic, The second 
and the third are on algebra. They reach up to cubic equations and 
the general theory of quations. The last lecture gives a delightful 
popular exposition of the employment of curves in the solution of 
problems and discusses topics like the curve of errors, the circle 
and the ihscribed polygon, and parabolic curves. 

3413 KLEIW 

On the other band t he  third is addressed to the advanced student 
of mathmatjcs., Its pages "constitute an invaluable work, service- 
able alike to the university teacher and to the teacher in the secondary 
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school. There is, at present, nothing else comparable with them, 
either with respect to their skilfully integrated material, or to the 
fascinating way in which this material is discussed." (Extract from 
p vii  of the bouk), It reaches such advanced topics like quaternion 
multiplicatiun, theory of small oscillations, and the proof of the 
transcendence of e and a. Klein states quite plainly in his introduc- 
tory lecture "I shall by no means address myself to beginners, but 
1 shall take for granted that you are all acquainted with the main 
features of the chief fields of mathematics. 1 shall often talk of 
problems of algebra, of number theory, of function theory, etc., 
without being able to go into details. You must, therefore, be mode- 
rately familiar with these fields, in order to follow me. My task will 
always be to show you the mutual confledion between problem 
in the various fields." (Exaac#frrrm.p 1-2 of the book). 

35 EEde and Seek 
Books sometimes indulge in the play of hide and seek-for 

fun it may be to begin with; but occasionally they get hidden 
away and lost to their readers, unless traced out and rescued by a 
reference librarian of considerable alertness, experience, and industry. 

35 1 ANALYTICAL ENTRY 
Theoretically one should expect the analytical entries of the library 

catalogue to bring them to light if not to prominent notice. The 
CIrmssified catabgzre code devotes a whole chapter to this problem 
as applied to books [Rl3]. And as applied to periodicals it has 
worked out an daborate set of rules to disclose books either maroon- 
ed within them o r  hanging as an appendage sometimes capable of. 
separation arid sometimes not [Rl 51. 

352 DIFFICU-LT OF REALISATION 
But these rules constitutes counsel of perfection! For, even libra- 

ries, paying intellectual homage to such rules, find the actualities - 
staff, finance, "initiative in high places and under's t anding generally" 
-uPihelpfuI, if nut obstructive, to even a reasonable reahation. 

353 ULSTER OF THE FIFTH LAW 
This phenomenon called for an examination of the philosophy of 

analytical entries in the Theory of library cafafogue. In it will be 
found a detailed picture of how the Lawof Parsimony drives a wedge 
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amidst the Laws of Library Science a d  makes an Ulster of the 
Fiftb Law so as to fatten itself-by the policy of divide and rule 
[R62]. 

354 NEEJ) FOR REFERENCE SERVICE 
Even supposing that the Laws of Library Science stood united and 

triumphed over the onslaughts of the Law of Parsimony and the 
undermining of the mental inertia of the public, it is doubtful if a 
general reada could help himself in tracing out such hidden books 
without the help of the reference Librarian. 

Let us have a closer picture of the various foms a f hide and seek. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODERN BOOK 

41 Book Within Book 
Among modem books, we occasiondly have books within books. 

41 1 SCHRODINGER INCIDENT 
. . *(Case Sbudy 26) 

The English version of S~hrodinger's Abbe! address was eagerly 
sought; but it wouldn't come out as a book by itself, What a relief it 
was to dl concerned when the enterprising reference librarian dived 
into his Science and hwnan tempermen! and brought it out from i t s  
depths for distribution to expectant students uf wave-mechanics. 

4 12 ABERCROMBJE INCIDENT 
(Case Study 27) 

Ab ercrurnbie's Principles of literary criticism was often out on 
loan. But there was a great demand for it, Many a reader was to 
have been sorely disappointed. But this was averted to his surprise 
by the enterprise of the reference librarian. Far, he found this 
document mocking its suiters from its biding place inside the 
capacious pages of W Rose's Outline of mudern knowledge, 

41 3 FAMILIAR HIDING PLACE 
- The above examples illustrate unusual hiding places. But the 
familiar ones are collected works, omnibus editions, anthologies, 
symposia, fest-schrifts, and memorial volumes. The general readd 
is seldom able to look up and locate his requirement in such hotch- 
potch heaps. He should be helped by the reference librarian. And 
the reference librarian should have acquired an intimate- knowledge 
of their ins and outs by the very process of helping readers, 

42 Book within Periodical 
Books within periodicals are even more trying if not more frequent. 

421 WELLS INCIDENT 
(Ccue Study 28) 

A few years ago the focal dailies featured prominently H G Wells' 
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lecture at the Royal Institution on the Iden of a world encyclopaedia. 
Readers were accustomed to expect Wells' productions to come as 
books or pamphlets. This was the signal for a rush in the library. 
But they had to go away disappointed. In a few days, however, 
the eagle eye of the reference librarian made a discovery. The 
whole lecture was lying hidden in an unmutilated condition in the 
Nabwe of the year. The Second and the Third Laws were thereby 
propitiated. And the Library itself felt redeemed. 

422 REGULAR SEDUCERS 
The reference librarian knows, but the general readers d.o not 

know, which periodicals are rkgular seducers. We maintains a 
list of them. He storms them systematically. They are thus made to 
make a confession. This work is beyond the power of the catalogue 
of an individual library. It may be attempted by a bibliography 
promoted by international effort; but it is yet to come. Reference 
service therefore happens to be the only means of rescuing such 
books from within periodicals, 'dowering them with our own life 
energy', and giving them away to their suites. When engaged in 
such service, the reference librarian attains supreme bliss. His soul 
may very well be imagined to hum Sanaka's words: 

"Here is my daughter Sita (=picked up from the earth throslgh 
its furrows). 

She will help you in your life's pursuits. 
Accept her. You will be happy. 
Clasp her hand by your hand." 

423 PERIODICALS FOR RUMMAGING 
The Transactions of the Royal Societies of various countries, 

the international conciliation, the Smithsonian miscellmreolrr coliec- 
fians, the periodicals of the Field Museum of Natural History, 
and the Pandit are some of the notorious seducers. Every reference 
librarian should rummage them thoroughly for hidden books. 

424 EXAMPLES OF SEDUCED BOOKS 
Here are some examples of huge books or topical little books 

caught up in some of them. 
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4241 TABLES AND FORMULAE 

(Case Study 29) 
Two formidable tables lie hidden in the volumes of Smithsoninn 

miscebluneozis cotfecfi~m. The whole of volume 88 constitutes a most 
valuable set of physical tables. Here at least the back of the volume 
can take the, subsidiary label Physicad tabls. But the Maihemcrticaf 
formulae arsd tables of efliptic funcdsbns are not allowed even that 
freedom as they ffom but one number of volume 74. A reference 
librarian with the necessary knowledge should salvage them. 
Otherwise, these compe~dious works would lie irrevocably hidden 
away to the annoyance of all the Laws of Library Science. 

What is more tantalising, these works go through several editions 
but each edition persists in hiding itselfin some volume of the same 
periodical. The general reader must be thankful that they are con- 
stant at least in the choice of their hosts. 

4242 ELEClX3C LIGHT 

(Case Study 30) 
An interesting history of electric light occupies 95 pages of the 

Smithscrnian volume 76. Perhaps, it is also the only history of the 
subject. It'is not in the nature of a normal article in a periodical. 
Henry Schnoerder's History ofelectric dighr is beyond doubt a book 
within a periodical. 

4243 SKELE3'ALREMAINS 

(Case Study 3 1) 
Alex Hrdlicka's SbEeEetud remains of early man occupies 380 

sumptuous pages of vuIme 83 of theSmithsoniczn. It is an important 
book. It will be hop6lessly missed by the general reader interested 
in prehistoric anthropometry . The reference librarian should come 
to his aid. It is beyond doubt a case of book within. periodical. 

4244 IRISH CONSTITUTION 

(Case Study 32) 
X remember the eager search by many a general reader f ~ r  the 

text of the Consti!$ufiun of the Eire (Ireland) (1938) and the New 
Soviet con~fE't~-biion (1936) when they were in a nascent state. I 
remember also the nasty strictures passed by some ignuraxit readers 
on the library. They called it antediluvian. Z deliberately call them 
ignorant. Because they themselves confessed later to the stupidity 
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of their remarks. In each case, they asked fm the book immediately 
after seeing the news of its enactment in the local dailies. Within 
a month, they were served to their satisfaction by the reference 
librarian from the pages of the I~temational conciIiafa'on. The 
books themselves m e  much later. They then realised that even two 
months were too short a period for these constitutions to be em- 
bodied in regular books, These were cases of combines of difficult 
readers and d a c d t  reading materials; 
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51 Eastern Classics in Western Host 
During the last one or two centuries many classics of Hindu, 

Buddhistic, Jain, and IslaXnjc origin were ushered into the world 
of print. Till then, they were only in manuscripts. Due to ecanomic 
factors, they could not be provided for to lead an independent 
existence in printed form. Most of them had to be billeted in 
oriental periodicals such as the .?omat of the, American Oriental 
Society, humad of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Z D M G, Sifmmg- 
sberichte dder Koninglich preussischen Akademie der Wissens~haften, 
arc hi^ fw Mnfkematik tuzd Physik, and so on. 

5 1 1 FIRST PRINTED VERSION 
(Cme Study 33) 

1 For SarQwtra prukuranla one must turn to the pages of the - Sitmngsberichte. One will find there to one's delight even a facsimile 
reproduction of the palm leaf manuscript. 

2 The general readercan get the followhg material -only in v 4, 
12, and 14 respectively of the Journal of the American Oriental 
Society. He has to be told about this by a well-versed reference 
librarian. 

21 An En&& translation of Umapati Sivacharya's Sivapra- 
k m ;  

22 W D Whitneys' Index verborurn to the published text of the. 
Afharvaveda ; and 

23 'She text of the Kausika mbra of the AtharvaveBa, 
3 E Burgess's translation of the Surya siiidhmta made its first 

appearance in print in volume 6 of the same priodical. 
4 Similarly the first embodiment in print of the text and W D 

Whitoey' s translation of Tnittriya. pratisakhya with i t s  r o m a t a r y  
TriBAasy~raha will be found in volume 9 of the same periodical. 

It is true that independent editions of these works have now 
appeared. But those original versions have still a value. The general 
reader does find unusual satisfaction when the reference librarian 
brings them to his notice. 
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(Case Study 34) 

R Pischd's classical work r>n. "Shadow plays" -entitled Das 
altindischen Schattempiel is generally applied for by the general 
reader as if it were a separate book. But it occurs only as a part 
of the volume for 1906 of Sitzungberichk. The reference librarian 
knows it; and he has to tell the reader about it. 

513 SPLIT PRINTED VERSION 
(Cure Study 35) 

We have at least one case of a work being split in printed 
version. 

The Paippalada sakho of the Atharvoveda stands dismembered. 
Its first thirteen books are scattered in several volumes of the 
Journal of the American Oriental Society. But the remaining parts 
were for long. lying neglected. They have now emerged as an 
independent book. This illustrates the possibility of a part of the 
book lying within a periodical. and the rest in regular book 
form. 

5.14 ONLY ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
(Case Study 36) 

Here is an example of a book within book, the container being 
a modern book and the contained an English -translation of an 
ancient Tamil classic 

Some years ago an American institution was obliged to find 
for one of i t s  members either the text or the translation of Talavila- 
som. After much of  ineffective search the Society asked us for light. 
Tbis request made us realise the darkness surrounding ourselves. 
How after all we got light will be described in its appropriate place 
in chapter 2 of part K. It was eventually found in 10 to in E Blatter's 
films of Britbh India and Ceylon, 

5 1 5 COMPLETE BIBLIOGRAP~ 
Alf reference librarians know, but few general readers do, how 

many oriental classics lie caught up either in original or in transla* 
tions not only in periodical publications but also in many miscellanies 
and collections. A comp1,eta bibliography of such Eastern Classics 
among Western Hosts should be prepared and published. It can 
form a doctoral thesis in Library Science* 
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52 Sanskrit Anthology 
Ancient Sanskrit literature is very rich in anthologies. Several 

works, not existing to-day in entirety, have left behind them represen- 
tative fragments in anthologies. Any attempt to list them would 
take us beyond the scope of this chapter. The general reader is in 
perpetual, need of the help of the reference librarian in locating in 
print many a piece partially preserved in tradition. Why general 
reader? Even experts are no exceptions! An analytical ducu- 
mentation list of the fragments in Sanskrit anthologies should be 
prepared and published. It. can form a doctoral thesis in Library 
Science. 

53 Sanskrit Puranas 
Post-Vedic Sanskrit has got a characteristic class of books named 

Pwanas. It is usual to describe a Paranu as an encyclopaedia. But, 
for those accustomed to the atomising tendency in modem encyclo- 
paedias, such a description would be misleading. In our present 
context, a Purana is a conglomerate of several books within books, 
great and small. 

531 ' ' P ~ N A s ' ~  A CONGLOMERATE 
(Case S r d y  37) 

f It may not matter for the general reader if he does not know 
that the universally known book of books the Bhagavad gita fums 
part of the great epic Muhabharuta. For it has seen hundreds of 
editions, translations, and adaptations. It has attracted t 0 itself 
boards of c onunentaries and lung-drawn-out hierarchies of sub- 
commentaries. 

2 Nor does it matter for him-at any rate for the Hindu reader 
repeating it every day-that the charming book Ybhnzr saJzasrmama 
also forms part of the same epic. 

3 But in the case of several works, marooned in the Puranas 
and nut yet given an independent embodiment either in manuscript 
or in print or by oral transmission, the general reader is campleteIy 
at sea. The numerous lucal histories or Sthah puranas are examples. 
So also are many Giias. 

4 Thesamebook occursindiEerentPumas, but nutin thesmc 
form or to the same length. Confusion between them is a fertile 
some  sf controversy. The well known and oft-sought Adifya 
byrdaya is an example in point. 
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532 INDEX TO PURANAS 
These hrenas are without a complete index. We come across 

many pathetic situations when a reader is hard-pressed to find a 
particular constituent book and we O W S ~ ~ V ~ ~ S  feel helpless unless 
we are fortunate to have amidst us one widely read in the Purmas, * 

and functioning as a living index. Recently, an index of some of 
the Puranas has been brought out by the University of Madras. 
It only amounts to spade work. A thorough index to all the Puvana 
with comparative annotations should be prepared and published. 
It can form a doctoral thesis in Library Science. 



CHAPTER 6 

PLAY WITH TITLE 

6 1 Introduction 
Another class d books causes difficulty to the general reader. 

It makes reference aid a necessity. The books in this class play with 
their titles. The play may consist of the following kinds: 

1 A book appears with different titles in different countries. 
This is a case of incognito names. 

2 A book appears with different titles in different editions. This 
is a case of rechristening. 

3 Several books conspire to tease the reader by taking the same 
title. This is a case of homonyms. 

62 Benefit of the Catalogue 
No doubt it is the business of the Catalogue Section to bring 

them all to mder and link them up by a suitable system of cross- 
references, whatever be the research involved. This it has to do lest 
the Order Section should father on it the responsibility for the fritter- 
ing away of the funds of the library an unintended duplications. 
But- the general reader is seldom able to benefit directly by the 
cataloguer's careful work. The catalogue by itself is not suEcient 
for him. The benefit of the catalogue can often reach him only 
through the reference librarian- 

63 Incognito Name 
This class of d%cult books is particularly common in the English 

language. Is this a result of the English speaking people being spread 
over different continents? What is the psychology behind naming 
the same book differently in different countries? Is there a sufEcient 
reason for this? Or, can it be a deliberate design to misle~td? Here 
are some examples: 

1 Normal Angei's Peace and the plain man (of America) appears 
as Pref~ce fo peace (in England). 

2 J B S Haldane's (American) Science and fazdman l'fe becomes 
(English) h e  p a  Nty of man and other essays. 

3 L P Jack's Constructive citizenshli, (of America) walks the  
streets of England as the Art of living together. 
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4 The incognito name of a novel of h o b  Wassermann dramatic- 
ally changes from Etzd Andergert to Dr. Kerkhoven while crossing , 
the Atlantic, 
In their case, there is nothing strange in the general reader calling 

for the help of the reference librarian to identify and equate the 
different names. This camouflage bas made colossal dupes succes- 
sively and successfully of a book-selecting expert, an experienced 

' order-librarian, an alert classifier, a painstaking mtaloguer, and 
a chief librarian believing himself to be omniscient! 

64 . Rechristening 
Rechristening of books does not require even a linguistic stock 

living scattered in different continents. It takes place even in the 
same country. It appears to have been in. vogue from t h e  im- 
memorial. It has no doubt served as a trap to humiliate vain frauds 
passing fur s~holars. But it is a real trial to the innocent general 
reader. Surely thereference librarian should help him in this matter 
even after bein8 unasked. 

641 REASONS FOR ~CHRISTENENG . . 

In the case of ancient books, -.the forces causing rshristening have 
been all forgotten. 113 the case-of modem books, some authors take 
the trouble to explain the reason for rechristening- Some of them 
are also -candid enough not to obliterate the old name beyond 
recognition. 

642 REMAINDERCOPY 
But what is the genaal. reader to do when a publisher U% an 

author buys the remainder mpies of an dder book for a song, 
tears off the title-page, and sticks in a newly printed title-page 
leaving no trace whatever of the old title. 1s It anything sho& 
of a criminal ztct? When dmolorsttion has set in the old b o d  and 
the pirate is not clever enough to select for the new title-page old 
paper to match it, the c r h i ~ a l  act m y  become a c1umsy one. 
Surely the help of the reference librarian is necessary to the general 
reader in swh cases of fraud. It is particulmly so in the case of his 
intending to buy a copy of his own. We are told that this piratical re- 
christening became an epidemic among Arabic and Egyptian publish- 
ers, after Kmal Pasha romanised the script in his kingdom and 
caused the old books in the old script to be cast away as waste paper. 
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65 Homonym 
Apart from the same book having different names, we have also 

the converse problem of different books having the same name. 
Here too the help of the reference librarian becomes a necessity. 
Here are same examples of homonyms : 

65 1 HOMONYMOUS Tmm 
(Case Study 38) 

I There are two books sharing the title L a v e s  and $shes. 
One  is a novel by S Maugham. The other is by H Carrington. It 
gives an occult version of the life of Jesus. 

2 Two persons have christened their books Between two worlds. 
One is an autobiography of J Middleton Murry. He lays bare in i t  
bis spiritual struggle. The other is a discussion of the social problems 
of to-day by Nicholas Murray Butler. 

3 Another riddle giving occupation to the reference s t a f f  is 
created by two books being entitled Riddle of the universe. One 
of them is a summary, by "one of the most eminent and thoughtfu1 
men of science in Europe" (as Mallock describes Professor rriteckd 
of the University of Jma), of the position talcan up by science and 
evacuated by theology, It is a translation by Joseph McCabe issued 
in 1903 by the Rationalist Press Association. The second is an 
independent work by the translator himself published in 1934, 
surveying recent advances in every branch of science, affecting or 
likely to affect one's philosophy of life. The 'to-day', added as a 
distinguishing mark at the end of the title of the latter, is mostly 
missed or forgotten by the general reader. 

4 Bkavaprakma is the name shared by two different books. One 
is an exposition of an A m e d a  (Indian medicine) book by Bhava- 
missa. The other is Saradatanaya's treatise on Alankara (Sanskrit 
poetics). 

5 Bhoja has christened alike both a grammatical and an Alan- 
kara work of his. They both carry the name Samvatikanthabharana. 

6 Jamk@aripf~zya is the name of a poem by Chakrakavi and of a 
drama by Ramabhadra Dikshita. 
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70 Ilntrodaction 
All the difbculties, discussed so far regarding the nature of 

materials, are concerned comparatively speaking with tangible quali- 
ties of books. They can be brought to some system and under 
objective treatment. They do not completely evade solution by 
classifmtion or by cataloguing or jointly by both. En fact the 
teadency among classificationists and framers of catalogue-codes 
is to invent devices to solve than more and more satisfactorily, 

701 NATURE OF FLAVOUR 
But the general.reader is in need of books being sized up for 

on the basis of certain. other qualities as well. These qualities cannot 
be separated from the authors' fundamental perquisites of vigour, 
originality, humour, outlook, and personality. These qualities are 
intangible. They evade all attempts at systematisation. They depend 
essentially on the judjgnent of readers. They are of the nature of a 
flavour. No mechanical or objective norm could be set up to s h  
them up, 

702 K~NDS OF I ~ A N G ~ L E  Q U A L ~  
The general reader has to lean on the reference librarian more in 

respect of these qualities than of the tangible ones. He has to seek 
his help in choosing the book of the right flavdur. Three kinds of 
flavour figure frequently in such requests, Based on intangible 
flavour, books are of the following kinds [R39] : 

1 Book with a message; 
2 Book with flair; and 
3 Orientation book. 

The reference librarian recognises them from his own experience. 
Moreover, his unique chance to pool together the experience o f  
readers adds to his competence. A more resourceful and genial 
reference librarian will get it reinforced by judicious participation 
in discussing the books with the readers. 
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71 Book with a Message 
71 I L m m  AND SACREI) BOOLS 

The first intangible quality- to be explored is the possession of a 
message by the books. Generally speaking, the main classes Litera- 
ture and Religion (the sacred books mostly) abound in books with a 
message. Not that every book in those classes possesses one. But 
the density of books with a message is greatest in those ~Iasses. 
Ordinarily, the general reader is not .able to -discard from these 
classes f he books without a message, 

71 2 OTHER SUBJECTS 
But books with a message are not so abundant in the other sub- 

jects. Not that they are totally absent. That is impossible. For, 
there is progress in those subjects; and progress implies the existence 
of books with a message. But the ordinary prosaic books simply 
transmitting infomation are too many in those subjects. Therefore, 
the few germinal books with a message a n  virtually lost among 
them. 

71 3. BUSINESS OF REFTRENCE LIBRARIAN 
The general reader usually lacks the flair to spot them out readily. 

No doubt he may hit on them by chance. But on account of their 
relative scarcity, the odds we very much against him. Or, he can 
arrive at them by the laborious process of trial and error. But 
the necessary patience and perseverance sddom go with the general 
reader. Hence there i s  the danger of his. going without the 
book and the book lying negI&ed on- the skives for long. The 
business of the retemce librarian -includes averting such mis- 
carriages. 

, .72 Book with Fl& 
722 QUALITIES SPBLT OUT 

 noth her class of books making the general reader depend largely 
on the help of the reference librarian is books rich in flair. Such 
books are personal 111 their method. They display much judgment 
In the  selection of details. Their style is racy. Once we begin 
them, we are led from page to. page; we don't like to be disturbed; 
they have an aroma of their own; they are alluring; our curiosity 
never wanes; on the other hand it ever grows; we want to finish 
them at the very sitting-even sitting up late into the night. Turning 

154 
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their pages is like turning t he  pages of life itself. They are illuminating 
books, 

722 . FAVOURZTE OF WFEX~ENCE LIBRARIAN 
It is such books that make reading popular. They provide a great 

leverage to the Publicity Department of the library. It i s  .they 
that are most helpful in fulfilling the new function of the libraq, 
viz,, conversion of every citizen into a library-goer and a lover of 
books. Much of the encomium,, got by the reference librarian, i s  
derived from the service of such books. Some self-confident, opin- 
ionative, superior readers aften, remark to the reference librarian 
with a quiet firmness, "I do not think much of the opinion you expres- 
sed the other day on the merits of the book recommended by you": 
Even such readers condescend to compliment him on his recom- 
mendation of a book with flair. It is therefore a favouite of reference 
librarians. 

723 LXNE-CLEAR TREATMENT 
The sheer sense of gratefulness should make everybody in the 

library do well by such helpful books. The boobselecting expert 
should never jettison out any of them on any ground. The order- 
librarian should be prompt in getting them. The classifier and the 
cataloguer should give them "lineclear" treatment. The Mainte- 
nance Section and the Accession Section should release them for use 
without a moment's delay. The reference librarian should give them 
a central place in their apperceptive mass. He should virtually 
hawk them about. They are the books to be given to everybody; 
and they are books which everybody loves to read. 

724 D ~ m x c u ~ ~  TO SPOT OUT 
But the general reader cannot spot them out except by ~ h a n ~ e  

which is.untrustworthy or by the laborious process of trial and error 
which is %xhusting, repulsive, and 'likely to be given up before 
achieving t h e  result. ,Hence the .need for the reference librarian 
helping the general reader with such books even before being asked. 

73 Orientation Book 
Then we pass on to the third intangible quality in books. It is 

a quality, much sought by readers with a catholic taste- Books with 
that quality may be called orientation books. They owe their 
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value to two conflicting factors. Specidisation gets intensified now- 
adays. At the same time the man of culture has the urge to know 
the inter-relation of the various branches of knowledge. It is hardly 
possible for him to sense this inter-relation merely by reading the 
specialised books; and they are myriads. About 300,000 books 
are said to be published each year. This makes one agree with h p e .  
He said, 

When so much is said, 
One half will never be bdieved, 
The other never read. 

And so the man of culture wants to have books, showing explicitly 
the moorings of the present day progress in knowledge. 

731 DIFFICULT TO SPOT OUT ' 
But such books are few and far between. Their specific quality 

dots not lend itself to be made obvious by the class number or the 
catalogue entries. Hence, they get buried amidst the hundreds 
of the books without that quality. It is difficult for the general 
reader to spot them out. Hence the need fox the reference librarian's 
liaison service in their case dso. 

732 WIDENING OF INTEREST 
The library stands to gain generally by finding such books for 

readers. The gain will be much. They should also find readers for 
such books. For, such books widen the interests of those who are, 
by nature, conservative in their field of study. Once their curiosity 
is stimulated by orientation books, it can be kept up and even sub- 
limated by feeding them with the books with flair. This process 
should be diligently pursued by a resourceful reference librarian. 
He will then find more willing readers for the few germinal books, 
capable of acting aS lever. The reference librarian shodd'remember 
this: The ultimate consummation of the purpose of the library lies 
in finding wide circulation for books of that quality-seminal books, 
as Geoffrey West Wl] calls them-which open horizons even 
wider than their ostensible subjects, stirring the imagination 
over the whole broad scope of life, skirting the deep unspoken 
impulse of religion, and constituting as it were the flow of life 
itself. 
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74 Examples 
Let us illustrate. Here arc three sets of four books each. The sets 

belong to three different main subjects, viz., mathematics, biology, 
and economics. 

74 1 MATHEMATICS 
1 RUSSELL (Bertrand). I..#roductiolz io mathemarical phiZomphy; 
2 HOGBEN (L). Muthematics for #he mills~n; 
3 Place of ma&hematics i~ mmodem educu#ion forming the 

eleventh yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathe- 
matics of the United States, 1936; and 

4 BOWLEY (Arthur). A general. course of pure mathemtics 
from indices to solid geomelry. 

742 BIOLOGY 
1 CRELLE (George). Phenomena of Iqe.; 
2 W E L L S ( H G ) , ~ ~ ~ .  Science of life; 
3 THOMPSON (J Arthur). I~zfroducliu~a to science; and 
4 Scorn (George G).  The science of biology. 

743 ECONOMICS 
1 STEINER (Rudolf). Problems of world economy; 
2 Cole (G D H). The intelligent man's guide to the world chaos; 
3 KIRKPATRICK (E A). Sciences of man in the making and 
4 THOMAS (S EVELYN). EZemmt~ of economics. 

75 Book with a Message 
(Case Study 39) 

The first book in each of the above four sets is of a seminal nature. 

751 RUSSELL'S BOOK ' 
Russell's book was published forty years ago. It immediately 

opened a new vista of thought. As stated in the preface of that book, 
it turned the mind of mathematicians to a new directic)n altogether, 
namcly, to the foundations of mathematics. Till then mathematics 
was supposed to begin with the natural numbers as its basic elements 
and proceed thence to the development of the various branches. 
Witness the famous dictum of Kronecker (1823-1891) [K3]. "The 
natural numbers were made by God, all else is the work of man." 
Russell's book contained the message that these numbers occupy 
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only a middle position in the structure of mathematical science- 
with the older mathematical disciplines above and the new theory 
of the foundations below. His work really annexed to mathematics 
something, lying undeveloped under the sway of philosophy- 
general theories of relation, order, sets, and groups. The research 
output in this new field has been enormous during recent years. 
Special periodicals like Scri~ta mothema f iea . and Fundumenta 
marhemaiicoe have come into existence to record progress in this 
field. 

752 CRILLE'S BOOK 
Crille's book was published only twenty-two years ago. But it 

is of a fundamental nature. It is the result of many years' patient 
investigation; this was originally stimulated by a clinical experience 
in a hospital. It opens up a new method of investigation into 
cytological biophysics. Indeed it is inspiring to read Crille's picture 
of the cells of a living organism as secondary . celIs, storing, and 
transfodng the solar energy, the fountain of dl the energy in 
life on earth. Zt is too early to say how much this book is going to 
transform future outlook on Me or bow long it will take to catch 
fire. 

753 STEINER'S BOOK 
Rudolf Steiner's book on World economy ernbodies the inspiring 

lectures delivered in the last years of his life. AS -usual, the pundits 
of economics, whose dharma (== role in fife) is to prevent onslaughts 
of revolutionary thought, would have nothing to do with it, But 
still to their embarrassment many things stated by Steiner in those 
lectures are coming to be true. His theory i s  of a .  fundamental 
nature. It is dynamic. It i s  bouad to provoke new lines of investiga- 
tion in the near future. 

76 Book with Flair 
(Case Study 40) 

The second book in each of the above thee sets is a book with 
flair. Hogben, for example, has written this most charming book 
on mathematics-a subject which is believed to be as dry as dust. 
Indeed this book has nearly beat all records as a best seller. He 
has written for the general reader. And he has been rewarded by 
rea~hhg an unpredented number of them. He has convinced the 
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public that a mathematics book can be as interesting as any other 
kind of book. 

The same remark applies also to the Science of lve of H G Wells 
and the economics-book by Cole. Both these authors are so well 
known fox their flair. And they have written much, Everybody 
knows about them. 

77 Orlentation Book 
(Care Study 41) 

771 ELEVENTH YEAR-BOOK 
The third book in each of the three sets of examples is an orienta- 

tion book. The PErzce of muthemu~a'cs in mo&rn educafiun meets a 
real demand, During the three years after i t s  arrival, hardly a month 
has passed in the Madras University Library without some professor 
of mathematics coming and asking for an amunt  of the way in 
which mathematics can water other fields of thought, This yearbook 
had been our mainstay in meeting such requests. 

772 THOMSON'S BOOK 
Thornson's Infroduction to science appears in the Home University 

Series. It is a masterful contribution to methodology. It displays 
the whole spectrum of science. And it depicts therein the position of 
biology. 

773 ~RKPATRICK'S BOOK 
Similarly Kirkpatrick's SciePlce of man in the making gives a syste- 

matic account of different branches of the humanities and their 
inter-relations. The chapter on economics defines the scope of the 
subject bath by the enumeration of its special divisions and by 
the description of other subjects bordered by it* 

78 Pedestrfan Books 
(Cme Study 42) 

The fourth book in each of the above three sets is an ordinary 
reproducing text-book neither carrying a message nor possessing 
flair nor giving orientation. They are all prosaic. They are all 
pedestrian. 

79 The Problem of Choice 
As has been already stated, the sizing up of .the books in the 
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different ultimate subjects, in accordance with the extent of their 
share of these four intangible qualities, transcends the capacity of 
catalogue and classification. A specialist in a particular subject 
may be able to size up the books in that subject. But the very same 
specialist will feel himself quite at sea when obliged to enter into 
some other subject either for recreation or for information. The 
general reader may feel equally at sea in all subjects. It would be 
nothing short of cruelty to leave them alone in a large library, 
with books of such different qualities ,&ed up indiscriminately. 
Surely, the Laws of Library Science have every right to protest 
against such cruelty to readers and to plead that no library should 
deserve that name if it does not provide the necessary human agency 
to pick and choose in a manner that will exactly fit the requirements 
of each reader, The very nature of books demands it. 



CHAPTER 8 

8 1 Self-CompIacemce 
There are no doubt meek readers, ignorant readers, loiterers, and 

wasters of time. Unreasons ble, irritating, pompous, insulting readers 
drift into the stack-roam. We refer ce librarians too are sometimes r tarred with the same brush. As in ividuals we each fancy ourseves 
as "easy to get on with." We go on thinking so quite simply and 
sincerely. One day a g o d  friend, perhaps the wife, says, "You 
know you are a difficult person at times, perhaps just a wee bit 
selfish." Then, we shed our self-complacency. Then, alone, we 
realise, all on a sudden, that our self-satisfactih is largely based 
on the fact that we usually get a good deal of our own way. True, 
we can, by seeing the faces of readers, gauge the depths of their , - 
experience. But, let us not forget another fact. Our face too speaks 
volumes to them. Haw quick we are to see the weaknesses and the 
faults of others l Wow blind we are to our own! ! 

82 Coming to Terms with Readers 
The readers could tell tales of their difficulties with reference 

librarians. Now often a stammerer voluntarily banishes himself 
from the library, because an inexperienced referace assistant burst 
into laughter. As for the lung-suffering unemployed visitors, what 
could they not say of the minor rebuffs and little discourtesies 
encountered in their search for solace from libraries. May be the 
fact of reference: librarian's superior familiarity with books blinds 
some of us to the difficulties and to the points of view of the readers. 
To know or to try to know the facts relating to readers would make 
a sensible difference in our attitude. Pugnacity, that prolific source 
of all kinds of warfare, would give place to geniality. Let us admit it. 
We too are difficult. Bricks of fair- size could be exchanged in a battle 
of complaints, and one day it may be worthwhile staging a show of 
the kind, 

Let us have no illusion as to the perfectibility of human nature. 
Let us be sure that the readers are our good friends and partners 
in the enterprise of bettering humanity with the aid of books. 
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83 Trial of Temper 
Even experienced men lose their temper when overworked and 

exhausted. Reference service is a new idea. The amount of physical 
and mental strain it involves is not yet realised by those in power. 
It may wear out temp&. Trial of temper is a common experience 
of a reference librarian. 

831 MIRA BAI INCIDENT 
(Case Study 43) 

"Where can T find information on Mira Bai?" 
"GO to the history shelves." 
"I have seen all those books there." 
"Then why do you ask questions as if you don't know anything?" 
"No, I want to know if you can suggest any other source of. 

information ." 
"Try the encyclopaedias: say, B r i f m i c a  and Religion and 

philosophy. You may also try Baldwin's Dictionary of philu~ophy. 
Look up also the Dictionary of national biography. Also Chambers' 
j%cycEopaedia, Nelson's Century, . . .Why, what is the matter? You 
seem to smile or. . .?" 
"No, no. I do smile, Go on! Exhaust your list of encyclo- 

paedias." 
"Don't be cynical!" 
"Dong,t think you are talking to a child!" 
"No, I am conscious I am taking to a scholar! I beg your pardon 

-a professor who has read all the books in the history shelves t" 
"There is a limit to everything!" 
"So, there is! Don't think that you alone can distinguish a child 

from a professor." 

The pitch was rising rapidly. The building had awful acoustic 
properties. The reverberation had reached a senior's ears, He 
arrived. The junior withdrew with reluctance, his eyes still glistening 
-but his anger dowly settling into sullenness. 

c'I,j~st want to have one point cleared up." 
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"Perhaps I can help you. E am not sure. I shall try." 
"Is the story about Mira Bai accepting a pearl necklace from 

Akbar authentic?" 
"Perhaps this book may help you--Bhatatiya charitambudhi: 

a dictionary of Indian cIassica2 ch~aracters." 
"I don't read Hindi." 
"Never mind. I shall read it for you. Here it is! This very 

question is discussed. Akbar was 122 years posterior to Mira Bai. 
That settles the question." 

"What a relief! somithing in me told me that it sHould be a myth. 
E had been worrying myself about this fur some months now. 
'I had exhausted every book on history. No light. I was really 
worried. 1 am ever so. . . . 9 3 

"No, no mentian." 
"I knew that this was the only place for all such difficulties!" 
"1 am glad you are satisfied. Please forget what happened a 

while ago." 
"Oh, it is nothing! It is an exception. I know he didn't mean 

anything. Probably he is overworked and tired. Everybody here 
3 9 is quite nice. . . . 

832 GOOD TEMPER FOR TWO 
And the recipe for such miscarriages? Is there one? One really 

can't say; because we all go on doing our job to the best of our 
ability learning from actual. experience-and then find our know- 
ledge has wme a trifle late for prackice. Life batters us into shape. 
Wc are examplcs and spectacles to the young at our heels. There is 
a modem craze for sharing. May be the sharing out of good temper 
-witness Henry James" four words "good temper for two"-would 
help to solve the problem of facing readers. Let us try. 

84 SQUARE MAN IN ROUND HOLE 
Knocks received from the public may by degrees batter up an 

otherwise competent reference librarian into shape, not allowing 
overwork or exhaustion to betray him into bad temper. But the 
situation is quite different if the initial recruitment itself is faulty; 

841 FALSE PHIILOSOPHY 
There are moments in the history of any society when a false 

philosophy guides recruitment. About a century ago, for example 



the community of the New World believed that man was intrinsically 
a Jack-of-all-trades and that there was no such thing as individual 
aptitude. This really led to the adoption of the spoils system in 
politics and the principle of rotation in o%ce. It led to a readiness 
to change from one occupation to axlother and to a h k  of codidence 
in the expert in any field. Equalitarianism of the extreme m d e  
variety was asserted by the collective will of the c o m m ~ t y  in. order 
to expunge outright all possibility for the persistence of the principle 
of petrified privileged classes. The principle of division of labour, 
indicated everywhere in nature, was thrownw overboard along with 
the privileged classes. For, that principle itself was believed to have 
created the privileged classes. Such an epoch of irrational equali- 
tarianism may coincide with. that of the introduction of reference 
service, whose success depends so largely on personal qualities. 
Thm, the odds are very much against .the furtherance of reference 
service. 

842 UNDOING THE MISCHIEF 
When a misfit is recruited the additional strain on those of the 

right variety is not merely that of having to do the work of that 
misfit, 'but also that of undoing the mischief, done to the reputation 
of the library by the misbehaviow of the misfit. 

843 CHEST-D INCIDENT 
(Cme Study 44) 

A young undergraduate was new to the library. He chanced to 
seek the help of a misfit in the Reference Section. He was stretching 
himseK to his fuIl length in a chair, not assigned to him. He was a 
new recruit. But he was middle-aged. He had seen many trades. 
But nowhere could he find satisfaction, He, therefore, learnt some 
thing of libray management. 1 

"Sir, can you give me Chestmton's letters?' 
"Bring the dl numberyy, boomed the misfit, still stretched to his 

full length in the usurped chair. 
The young undergraduate was puzzled. He wondered what call 

number might mean. He went back to the entrance, turned through 
the pages of the gate register and finally Gmle back and said "1 12". 
"No, that can't be." 
"Xt is correct, sir, 1 went to the entrance and verified it, sir." 
"What did you verify?" . . . 
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"That is the number against my name in the gate register." 
"Ha, ha, ha! Wonderful! Is it call number? Go to the cabinet, 

man, look up the author index entry and bring. . .the call number." 
These were the words, escaping in driblets in an articulate form 

amidst the laughter of the misfit. He had regarded himself utterly 
superior on account of the knowledge of the library jargon picked 
up by him a few months back. 

The young undergraduate was smarting under this mixed shower 
of jargon and ridicule. For a few minutes, he stood motionless 
with his eyelids heavy with unshed tears - and his throat choked 
with a lump. 

A senior chanced to came that side. The misfit skulked away to a 
distant gangway. But the young undergraduate was still motionless, 
though his eyelids were now nearly dry and his throat, clear. 

"Can I help you?'" 
"Ye-es, please, if you can. 1 want Chesterton's letters." 
"Chesterton's letters ! Let us try the catalogue. Perbaps you are 

new to the library." 
"Yes, sir." 
"Never mind, I shall help you. You will soon leatn these things. 

Here, you are. This is the index. Here you find the clue. The 
number for Chesterton is 0:3M74, Let us now look at the classified 
part of the catalogue. Here it is. But we have no "Letters" of Ch6- 
terton." 

"But my father recommended it." 
"Look at this huge book. It is called the Reference catalogue. 

It mentions all the English books in print. Let us look into this and 
verify if such a book exists at all. . . . No, it does not exist." 

''Thpnk you for your kindness. I have taken too m c b  of your 
time." 

"Never mind; I am only sorry 1 am not able to help you with 
the book you want. Are you sure of what your father mentioned?" 

"Yes, sir. I am sure. He mentimed 'Chesterton's Letters to his 
godson'.'' 

"Letters to his godson '. . . . ..to his godson'. . . .Can it be Chester- 
field's Letters to his godson?" 

"May be sir, I quite remember 'Letters to godson.' Perhaps 
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it i s  not: Chesterton. . . . . Tt may be Chestefitld. WiiI you try?" 
/ 

"You were right, sir. It was Chesterfield. When I took the book 
home my father was very pleased. He read it with. me once. Then 1 
read it over again all by myself. The whole of last week, I had been 
enjoying it ." 

"I am glad, you had what you wanted." 
"May I go into that rooidwhere books are kept?" 
"Yes, ccrtaidy. Why should you have any doubt?"' 
"Will he be Ithere?" 

844 RIGHT PHILOSOPHY 
There is nu greater sin than scaring away readers. Some are 

~ndowed by nature herself with such unsocial and detestable qualities 
as to make them permanently unfit for any job involving contact 
with the public. Reference service depends ever so much on the 
geniality, self-effacement, and untiring energy aF the reference 
librarian. Nobody should be recruited to -the reference section 
without a thorough test by one with experience of reference service 
and its requirements. That is the right philosophy. No extraneous 
consideration, political, or personal, should set it aside. 

85 Gmup Qudi.ties 
The stuff of which the staff is made, the relations. af the staff, 

and the staff atmosphere will affect very intimately the service of 
the library. If these relations are bad, neither good buildings, nor 
good collections, nor efficient methods will be of use. 

The-members of the staff should be on the mast cordial terms 
among themselves. There should not be the least trace of jealousy 
or envy. Self should be suppressed, Every member should be 
prepared to pass off all work as anonymous. Maeterlinck's picture 
of the work in the bee-.hive [M3] contains the most vivid and accurate 
description of the spirit, necessary iri the reference staff, in ordtr to 
function with maximum efficiency. 

86 .Coming to Terns with Bcw,ks 
We have to try one other thing. We should tw to understand 

books. We should come to terms with them as much as with the 
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readers. Perhaps this requires a much greater determination 
because the readers, being of our species, can participate with 
us in understanding one another. It may be that they appear to 
rub us on the wrong side; but even that will ultimately prove to 
be a goad in disguise. 

861 MUTENESS OF BOO& 
But the books are mute. They are not participative as the readers. 

Compared to readers, they are rigid, It looks as if either we under- 
stand them or we do not. There does nut seem to be much scope 
for diplomacy, tact, or negotiation in the ordinary sense. All 
pfeparation to come to terms has to be totally on our side. Even 
the move for finding peacemakers has to originate from us. Their 
ultimate choice also falls entirely on our shoulders. 

862 SPLIT MIND 
Still it is as necessary to know the books as it is to know the 

readers. It is no lsnger sufticient to know their backs, To establish 
contact between- reader and book in a personal way, we must know 
each party intimately. Reference librarians have to underst and books 
not for their own sake, Perhaps nobody does so. Nor have they 
to understand books for the direct personal use of the knowledge 
brought by understanding them. The readers understand them 
for that purpose. Reference librarians have to understand them 
in relation to their users-present and prospective. In fact as 
the eyes of a reference librarian race through the pages of a book, 
his mind has to split itself into two  One part has to be tdd to 
receive and assimilate what the eyes draw from the book. The other 
part has to be kept sweeping the world of readers to find out indi- 
viduals or classes-with whom contact could be established. 
Still the acquaintance to be cuitivatcd by the reference librarian 
with the world of books bas to be as intimate as for those who put 
them to direct use. For, when he is face to face with a reader, his 
mind has again to be split into two. One part is to be told not only 
to record, associate, and integrate what the eyes and ears pick up 
from him, but also to psycho-analyse b. ILthe reader were an 
extrovert, this part of the mind of the  reference librarian should 
keep him in good humour by engaging him in a pleasant way till 
his book is found. All the while, the other part af the mind of the 
reference librarian has to be wandering among the books to pick 
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out those which will fit the reader best. Thus it looks as if the 
reference librarian can at no time give away his whole mind to books. 
However mu& he may throw the blame for this on the nature 
of his work, he shodd always be on his guard against the revenge 
which the books may spring upon him for such divided attention. 
They may escape re-collection if the acquaintance he made with 
them during the physical absence of t h e  readershad not k e n  intimate 
and thorough. 

863 MEDIUMSIZE LIBRARY 
This basiness of coming to terms with books is most burdensome 

in medium size libraries. In small libraries the new books comeTn 
small umbers. They me usually very little varied.-The reference 
librarian can therefore manage them individually without much 
strain. Big libraries will have an army of reference librarians, 
Hence, in spite of the number of their weekly accessions being formi- 
dable, and the range of knowledge covered by them being vast, the 
strain on each individual reference librarian can be kept within 
comfortable bounds by a balanced scheme of specialisation. A 
reference librarian of a medium sized library, on the other hand, 

, does nut have either of these advantages. He has to undergo all 
the ordeals of the proverbial man between two stools. 

864 f ~ E N T  DANGER 
He has to be cons~ientious. He should, withoutt any prompting 

from outside, persist in getting a mastery of the documents with 
which he has to serve readers. He has to attain a high pitch of 
awareness and .industry, Qtherwise, the necessary intimacy with 
the books cannot be gut. 

Result: A low tone of reference service, poor oppartunity to win 
the good will. of readers, low chance for strengthening the staff 
to raise the tone, and in effect, heading towards increasing in- 
efficiency and inanity: That is the potent. dangex. 

865 P R E ~ Y E M E A S U R B  
The only means of averting the danger: Hard work, long hours, 

sincere effort, and a high pitch of awareness of the books coming in 
and of the interests of the readers, That is the ody preventive 
maswe. 
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